
Settings for the CT Liquid Applicator 
 

Changing Times Liquid Applicator Operating Instructions 

* PSI settings are set before opening the discharge valve. 
   Once you set PSI and you open the valve to start treating 
   seed, the PSI will drop some.  DO NOT ADJUST PSI! 

  The rates are based on the initial setting, and if you 
  re-adjust the PSI after start treating you will adjust the
  volume being discharged.

Auger Treating
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Conveyor Treating
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          .054 GPM     .076 GPM      .093 GPM      .107 GPM

          .135 GPM      .191 GPM        .233 GPM      .269 GPM   

         .306 GPM     .432 GPM      .530 GPM      .612 GPM

10 PSI        20 PSI        30 PSI        40 PSI
Flow

Regulator
(Orifice)

29

46

70



 
 

Dripping of product from Flow Regulator Disc body can be minimized by closing the 1/4” valve in 
the application line (Blue Handle). 

 

Toggle switch will turn off the pump motor but will  not stop drip from the Flow Regulator Body. 

 

The yellow valve handle located below the 5 gallon tank can be opened to easily drain the 
contents of the tank. 

Pressure is adjusted by changing the position of the yellow valve handle that is located just 
above the pump motor. Changing the position of that valve setting will increase the volume of 
liquid returning to the tank and increase agitation in the tank thereby reducing the pressure or 
the inverse. The agitation decreases as the pressure increases.  Operation in a range of 10 to 
40 PSI will keep good agitation in the tank and produce even product flow.  

 

 

Auger Treating:  
When treating with an auger, you will use one of the flow regulator orifices and the black adapter.  
(See photo.)

Conveyor Treating:  
When treating with a conveyor, you will use one of the colored fan tip nozzles. (See photo.)  
Slow down your conveyor speed if possible and shallow your seed flow to get better coverage with 
your liquid treatment.
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Changing Times Applicator Warranty

General Warranty Coverage:
CT Applicator parts are guaranteed for 12 months from the date of shipment. 

The following is made in lieu of all warranties, expressed or implied: Changing Times warrants all material 
and workmanship on equipment to be free of defects for a period of 12 months from the date of shipment. 
Any part or parts thought to be defective within these 12 months are to be returned by the customer to 
Changing Times. Changing Times only obligation shall be to repair or replace parts proved to be defective 
by Changing Times. Changing Times shall not be liable for any injury, loss or damage, direct or consequential,
arising out of the use of, or the inability to use, the applicator. Before using, user shall determine the 
suitability of the product for the intended use, and user assumes all risk and liability. This warranty does not 
apply toproducts altered by users after the point of manufacture. Changing Times policy is to improve
products whenever it is practical to do so. We reserve the right to make changes or improvements at any 
time without incurring any obligation to make such changes on products sold previously.

Effective Jan. 1, 2015.


